


FALCON 900 FALCON 50 FALCON 50EXFALCON 2000 HAWKER 800

PREMIER AIR CHARTER SERVICES

OUR FLEET



Our professional focus is providing our clients exceptional jet charter service through making every air travel experience as time saving, 
enjoyable, and cost-effective as possible. Our strategic location at Morristown Municipal Airport in the Greater New York City Area simplifies the 
process by eliminating the hassles of larger hubs while still providing easy access to all destinations worldwide.

If you’d like to enjoy the benefits of flying privately, look no further.  Rest assured that every flight is handled with utmost consideration for your 
travel deadlines and destinations. From large to mid and small cabin aircraft, Short Hills Aviation Services has the means to get you wherever 
your business and personal endeavors may take you - on time, every time. 

Your safety is first and foremost. Short Hills Aviation Services constantly monitors, tests, and maintains its aircraft meticulously and consistently 
to meet and exceed current airworthness standards.  Experience the ease of mind when flying with well-qualified and experienced crew. 

With access to over 5,400 airports in the US, compared to the 580 served by commercial airlines, Short Hills Aviation Services can have you 
heading to your precise location in as little as two hours notice. No more long commutes to big airports, inconvenient connections, and 
uncomfortable flights. Our team will assist you with every detail of your travel arrangements from ground transportation to in air requests.

The big contract, the merger, the award, the appointment, the office overseas ... rich rewards await you. Arrive first when you fly with Short Hills 
Aviation Services.

Chartering your own private jet puts you in control of your time, destination, and itinerary.



SPECIFICATIONS

FALCON 900

Cabin Height:

Door Height: 

Cruise Speed (mph):                             
7’8” Range:                    Cabin Width:      
6’1”

33’2”Cabin Length:      

Door Width:       
Passengers: 

5’8”
2’8”
12

535
3995

7.0
Distance (nm)    
Time (hrs)

1273Baggage Volume (ft ):



AMENITIES

PERFORMANCE

The Falcon 900 effortlessly spans the globe with a maximum range of 4,100 
nautical miles and offers some of the best takeoff field performance of any 
current production business aircraft. It comfortably accommodates flights 
from New York to Athens using forty percent less fuel than others in its 
class. Similar to the Falcon 50 series, the Falcon 900 incorporates a trijet 
design that permits access to smaller airports with limited runway space, 
short hops fully loaded, and departures from high elevations without 
refueling.  From its quiet, spacious cabin to its advanced, innovative flight 
deck, the Falcon 900 redefines value in business jet travel.

The cabin length measures 33’2” from the cockpit divider to the aft 
pressure bulkhead. Its generous 7’8” wide and 6’2” high interior 
guarantees ease of movement and greater flexibility. Our Falcon 900 can 
accommodate fourteen passengers. MULTIMEDIA: satellite phone, Airshow, 
CD/DVD player, fax machine, forward and aft wall-mount LCD displays, and 
data ports. GALLEY: fully equipped for multiple meals and houses all the 
essentials for a fine in-flight dining experience. Enclosed lavatory.



SPECIFICATIONS

FALCON 2000

Cabin Height:

Door Height: 

Cruise Speed (mph):                              
7’7” Range:                    Cabin Width:      
6’2”

26”Cabin Length:      

Door Width:       
Passengers: 

5’6”
2’6”
10

528
3000

5.8
Distance (nm)    
Time (hrs)

Baggage Volume (ft ):3 131



AMENITIES

PERFORMANCE

The Falcon 2000 is the latest member of the Falcon business jet line. Its 
wide cabin comfort and transcontinental range offer the amenities of a 
larger jet while still enjoying the short runway agility and fuel economy of 
a much smaller plane. Dassault made a lofty promise when they 
announced their plans for an economical jet that would still be up to their 
standards of excellence – and delivered on it. Its exquisite finesse, 
performance, and comfort uniquely define the Falcon 2000 in a class of its 
own.

The cabin boasts 6’2”of headroom, a width of 7’7” and 26’ of passenger 
seating space. Our Falcon 2000 has ten individual and fully adjustable 
seats. MULTIMEDIA: satellite phone, four Rosen 5.6” LCD monitors, 
Airshow, CD/DVD player, forward and aft wall mount LCD displays, and data 
ports. GALLEY: full service galley equipped with microwave. Accessible 
baggage compartment within reach. Enclosed lavatory.  



SPECIFICATIONS

FALCON 50

Cabin Height:

Door Height: 

Cruise Speed (mph):                             
6’1” Range:                    Cabin Width:      
5’9”

23’6”Cabin Length:      

Door Width:       
Passengers: 

5’
2’7”
9

528
3084

6.0
Distance (nm)    
Time (hrs)

115Baggage Volume (ft ):3



AMENITIES

PERFORMANCE

With a more spacious cabin and greater performance than the midsize 
class, the Falcon 50 (along with its sister, the Falcon 900) can handle 
limited runway distances and high elevation departures better than any 
modern corporate jet. A long range, super-midsize aircraft, it remains a 
very popular choice for its maneuvering ability, luxury, and unique 
triple-engine design. It became the Falcon family's first transoceanic 
aircraft with a considerable range of 3,400 nautical miles at maximum 
passenger capacity.

Our Falcon 50 can accomodate nine passengers. Interior appointments 
include club seats with leather upholstery and a three-seat divan. 
MULTIMEDIA: satellite phone, Airshow, forward and aft wall mount LCD 
monitors, CD/DVD player, and data ports. GALLEY: full service galley with 
microwave. Enclosed lavatory.



FALCON 50EX

SPECIFICATIONS

Cabin Height:

Door Height: 

Cruise Speed (mph):                              
6’1” Range:                    Cabin Width:      
5’9”

23’6”Cabin Length:      

Door Width:       
Passengers: 

5’
2’7”
8

540
3260

6.5
Distance (nm)    
Time (hrs)

Baggage Volume (ft ):3 115



AMENITIES

PERFORMANCE

In April of 1995 Dassault announced the long-range Falcon 50EX with more 
fuel efficient TFE731-40 turbofans, 400-nm greater range (at mach 0.80) 
than the base Falcon 50 and a new EFIS flight deck based on the Falcon 
2000 with Collins Pro Line 4 avionics. The 50EX also features as standard 
equipment items offered as options only on the Falcon 50, therefore 
allowing for greater efficiency than its older sibling. 

Our Falcon 50EX can accomodate eight passengers. Interior appointments 
include club seats with leather upholstery. MULTIMEDIA: satellite phone, 
Airshow, forward and aft wall mount LCD monitors, CD/DVD player, and 
data ports. GALLEY: full service galley with microwave and oven. 
Enclosed lavatory.



HAWKER 800

SPECIFICATIONS

Cabin Height:

Door Height: 

Cruise Speed (mph):                              
6’ Range:                    Cabin Width:      
5’10”

21’4”Cabin Length:      

Door Width:       
Passengers: 

4’4”
2’4”
8

493
2392

5.0
Distance (nm)    
Time (hrs)

Baggage Volume (ft ):3 44



AMENITIES

PERFORMANCE

Until its final production in 1995, Raytheon had successfully introduced 
two hundred thirty-five Hawker 800 models.  Essentially an extension of the 
earlier Hawker 700 series, the Hawker 800 incorporates substantial 
performance and avionics upgrades. It is undoubtedly the most popular 
midsize jet in the skies today. A superior aircraft in its class built with the 
largest cabin – nearly forty percent more space than its competitors.  With 
a maximum flight endurance of five hours, it’s no wonder that the Hawker 
800 is dubbed the gold standard in the midsize class.

Our Hawker 800 can seat up to eight passengers comfortably. Interior 
appointments include club seats with leather upholstery and a three-seat 
divan. MULTIMEDIA: satellite phone, CD/DVD player, forward wall mount 
LCD monitor, and data ports.  GALLEY: mini-galley with microwave. Fully 
enclosed aft lavatory.



AIRCRAFT MANAGEMENT

Aircraft management is a proven service for owners that value their time and wish to relieve themselves of the resource draining responsibilities 
of managing their asset. Our customer oriented management team has the operational experience that meet only the highest standards in the 
business aviation industry.

At Short Hills Aviation Services, we provide exceptional customer service while focusing on every detail of making sure your aircraft is treated 
as one of our own. All operational and non-operational decisions regarding your aircraft are made with the owner’s best interests in mind.

Point-to-Point Travel

Tax Advantages

Charter Income

Personalized Expertise

Trip Planning

Scheduling Flexibility



 

Certified Aircraft Technicians

On-site Aircraft Maintenance

Nationwide Maintenance Support

Hangar Rental and Parking

FAA Aircraft Conformity

24-Hour Services

Take advantage of our 35,000 square foot state of 
the art facility with generous hangar space and 
lounge area while giving your asset the best in 
aviation real estate!
At Short Hills Aviation Services, we take care of 
your aircraft as if it’s our own.
All maintenance is monitored by sophisticated 
equipment and computers under the direction of 
certified aircraft technicians and in accordance 
with FAA inspection requirements.



WORLDWIDE SERVICE

Our team will assist you with
each detail of your specific

travel arrangements from
ground transportation  

to in-flight requests.

Ready to charter?
Call or visit us on the web

to request your quote.
Phone: 973.292.3395   Fax: 973.292.3396  
Toll Free: 877.880.1836

Hangar 18     Airport Road
Morristown, New Jersey  07960  USA




